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In this paper we describe an approach that uses indicator geostatisticsto interpret qualitative
borehole logs and compute experimental variograms for complex alluvial sediments. Borehole
descriptionsare first transformedinto binary indicator values based on inferred relative permeability
from the borehole descriptions.The resulting indicator data can then be used to compute variograms
and construct three-dimensionalvariogram models. The rangesof computed indicator variograms for
a groundwater contamination site in Santa Clara Valley, California, are very sensitive to the
orientationof the searchplane. These variogramsare consistentwith known stratigraphicfeatures and
describethe spatial structure of depositsfrom different depositionalenvironments. Indicator kriging
weighs all the available data on the basis of a three-dimensional,anisotropic variogram model and
provides an estimate of uncertainty in the hydrostratigraphiccorrelation. Kriged indicator values
represent probabilities that sedimentsat a specificlocation fall into one of two indicator categories.
The location of the 0.5 indicator contour is approximately the boundary between high- and
low-permeability sedimentsthat might be constructedin a geologiccross section.

INTRODUCTION

A large number of groundwater contamination sites are
located in alluvial sedimentary environments. The sediments
at these sites are often geologicallymappedin terms of facies
assemblagesand relative ages of deposition. Unless the
sediments are exceptionally uniform, the mapped geologic
units typically contain lenses or layers of contrasting grain
size and permeability. These subunitscan range in maximum
thickness from less than a meter to tens of meters and may
be geometrically anisotropic and discontinuous.
An accurate description of the location and geometry of
subunits with contrasting permeabilities is important for
defining flow field boundaries and preferential pathways of
water and solute movement. In practice, these boundaries
are usually inferred from borehole logs using geologicjudgement. This approach tends to underutilize the detail and
spatial correlation of available information and provides no
means for representing uncertainties in the stratigraphic
interpretation.
In this paper we illustrate the use of an indicator function
approachfor interpreting complex alluvial stratigraphyfrom
qualitative borehole logs. At extensively studied sites the
positions of contaminant plumes are usually determined
from measurements at numerous boreholes. The logs of
these boreholesprovide a detailed, descriptive data base of
the sediment lithology. Here we interpret borehole descriptions in terms of binary indicator values and use these values
to compute experimental variograms. The resultingindicator
variograms describe the spatial structure of aquifer-aquitard
stratigraphy. Indicator kriging gives an estimate of the
uncertainty in the hydrostratigraphic interpolations.
BACKGROUND

AND RELATED
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ceived

considerable

attention

in studies of surficial

soils in

agricultural settings [e.g., Vieira et al., 1981]. Recently,
several investigations have examined the spatial variability
of hydraulic conductivity within relatively uniform geologic
deposits [e.g., Smith, 1981; Sudicky, 1986]. Because effective permeability and transmissivity are spatially averaged
parameters, the scale of measurement is important when
describing the spatial variability of these parameters
[Dagan, 1986; Gelhar, 1986].
Approachesfor interpreting stratigraphic correlation and
interconnectednesshave been considered for many years in
the geologic literature. Testerman [1962] developed a
method for estimating the correlation of high permeability
zones in a petroleum reservoir by statistically comparing the
permeabilities of two vertical zones in adjacent wells. Subsequent studies have used similar approaches to correlate
strata using geologic parameters, such as electrical resistivity, fossil content, or lithology [e.g., Kemp, 1982; Hawkins,
1984]. Schwarzacher [1980, 1982] and Royle and Hosgit
[1974] used geostatistical approaches to correlate bedding
thickness in a sedimentary environment model and for an
economic assessmentof a gravel deposit. Recently, Fogg
[1986b] simulated sand body interconnectednessin a hydrologic context using a geostatistical model of the spatial
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Numerous investigators have commented on the importance of incorporating information about aquifer heterogeneity and the spatial structure of geologic deposits into
studies of fluid flow and contaminant transport [e.g.,

Paper number 89WR01380.

Matheron and de Marsily, 1980; Smith and Schwartz, 1980;
Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Fogg, 1986a; Guven et al., 1986].
Most investigations of aquifer heterogeneity describe the
spatial variability of transmissivity, for which data are relatively abundant [e.g., Delhomme, 1979; Clifton and Neuman, 1982; Aboufirassi and Marino, 1984; Hoeksema and
Kitanidis, 1984, 1985]. However, transmissivity is of limited
use in studies of most contaminant plumes because the
processes controlling transport are fundamentally threedimensional [Mackay et al., 1986].
The spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity has re-

distribution

of channel sand thickness.

Indicator geostatistics, as described by Journel [1983],
have been applied to the evaluation of mineral deposits[e.g.,
Davis, 1984], earthquake intensities [Carr et al., 1985], rock
joint orientations [Young, 1987], and the distribution of
pollutants [Isaaks, 1984]. These studies demonstrated that
indicator variograms are relatively smooth and structurally
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informative. In a recent study, Desbarats [1987] used indicator geostatistics to represent relatively high- and lowpermeability regions in a sandstonecross sectionwith smallscale

shale

features.

He

then

estimated

an

effective

permeability for the sandstone by simulating flow in the
resulting dual-permeability field. Our objective in this paper
is to describe the boundaries of hydrologically significant
stratigraphicfeatures that are larger than those considered
by Desbarats but smaller than alluvial sedimentary units
traditionally mapped by geologists.
INDICATOR

FUNCTION

APPROACH

The basic premise in geostatistics is that the spatial
structure of a variable can be described with a variogram,
defined as the expected squared difference between pairs of
data values [Journel and Huijbregts, 1978]. Assuming second-order stationarity, the variogram is considered to be
independent of data locations and a function of only the
direction and separationdistancebetween points. An experimental semivariogram, •,*(h), can be computed from dis-

TABLE

INTERPRETATION

1. Indicator Values for Alternative Interpretations of
the United Soil Classification System

High Permeability
(I(x; Zc) = l)

Low Permeability
(I(x; Zc) = o)
Interpretation (a)

GW SW GM SM
GP SP GC SC

ML CL
MHCH

OL
OH

Interpretation (b)
GW SW
GP SP

GM
GC

SM ML CL OL
SC MHCHOH

G, gravel; S, sand' M, silt' C, clay; O, organics' W, well graded
(i.e., poorly sorted);P, poorly graded; L/H, low/high plasticity.

intervals containing apparently high- or low-permeability
materials (Table 1).
The inference of relatively high and low permeability from
the UCSC classification is subjective, as illustrated by the
alternative interpretations shown in Table 1. For example,
interpretation (a) distinguishessedimentscomposed of predominantly fine-grained materials from all other sediments.
crete observationsz(xi) of the random variable Z(x) as
This criterion identifieszones of apparently low permeability
1 N(h)
and emphasizesthe degree of hydraulic separationbetween
high permeability layers. An alternative evaluation, interprei=1
tation (b), distinguishes clean sands and gravels from all
where N(h) is the number of data pairs separated approxi- other materials. This interpretation highlights the spatial
structure of zones of high apparent permeability. The differmately by the same distance h.
ence
in the variograms for the two criteria depends on the
Indicator geostatistics use a transform of the data to
amount
of and spatial distribution of sediments with mixed
estimate probabilities that a variable will be less than or
equal to specifiedthreshold values [Journel, 1983]. A binary compositions(GM, GC, SM, and SC) in the profiles.
A schematic example of how the structure of geologic
indicator function for cutoff Zc is definedas
deposits might be reflected by indicator variograms is illusI(x; Zc) = 1
if Z(x) -< Zc
trated in Figures 1 and 2. The block diagrams in Figure 1
show a hypothetical deposit of alluvial sediments and an
(2)
interpretation using an indicator function representation.
I(x; Zc) = 0
if Z(x) > Zc
The deposit is an idealized layered system in which coarseThe random function, I(x; Zc), has a mean and variance grainedlayers occur as lensesin a predominantlyfine-grained
given by
matrix. The layers dip slightly in the x direction and are
anisotropicbecausecoarse-grainedlensesare continuousand
E[I(x; Zc)]= 1 Prob [Z(x) -< Zc]+ 0 Prob [Z(x) > Zc]
more elongatedin the x direction than in the y direction.
Indicator semivariograms for the block are shown sche(3)
= Prob [Z(x) -< Zc]= m(zc)
matically in Figure 2. In this example, directional variograms
Var [I(x, Zc)]= m(Zc)[1- m(Zc)]
(4) in x and y represent spatial correlations along the strike and
dip of sediment layers and the z direction variogram repreExperimental semivariograms of the indicator function
sentsvertical spatial correlations. All three variograms have
a sill equal to the indicator variance of the block, provided
1 N(h)
-Z [I(Xiq-h;Zc)- I(xi; Zc)]
2 (5) that the block is large relative to the correlation ranges. The
anisotropic structure of the block is demonstratedby differences in the variogram ranges. Because the lenses are
can reveal different spatial correlations of I(x; Zc) for dif- interconnectedand more elongate in the dip direction, the x
ferent thresholdvaluesZc. Binary indicatorkrigingcomputes variogram approaches the sill at a relatively large distance.
values within [0, 1], which are estimates of the probability The variogram in the y direction approaches the sill at a
that actual variable values are less than or equal to the cutoff shorter distance, reflecting the shorter elongation of the
Zc, given the data and variogram model used [Journel, 1983; lensesalong the strike. The z direction variogram crossesthe
sill at a still shorter distance.
Journel and Alabert, 1988].
In this study we wish to estimate the boundaries of
Because of the periodicity in the illustration, all three
relatively high- and low-permeability zonesusingdescriptive variograms exhibit a dampened sinusoidal shape, or hole
information from borehole logs. Geotechnical investigators effectsThe first maxi_m__a
of the x and y 3mri'ogram•occur
typically label intervals of borehole logs with group symbols when h is about half the average lens length and width,
of the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) [cf. Sow- respectively. Similarly, the oscillations in the x and y varioers, 1979]. We infer a qualitative apparent permeability from gramshavewavelengths,
Ax andAy, approximately
equalto
these categoriesand assignindicator values of either 1 or 0 to the length and width of the lenses. In the z variogram the first

T*(h)
=2N(h)
•'•[z(Xi
+h)- z(xi)]
2
(1)

yl?(h;
Zc)2N(h)
i=•
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maximum occurs when h approximately equals the average
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0.55
f 3,
z

layerthickness.
Thewavelength
of theoscillations,
Az, is about
twice the layer thicknessif the averagethicknessof the coarseand fine-grainedlayers are the same. In each variogram the
amplitude of the hole effect diminisheswith distance if the
periodicityof the locationsof the units is imperfect.
In actual layered sedimentary deposits, hole effects are
most likely to occur in vertical variogramsbecauserepeated
layers of similar thickness are more common than lenses
with regular horizontal geometries. In any case, apparent
nested structures, anisotropies, or trends in an empirical
variogram should be consistent with the geologic setting.
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Fig. 2.

Schematic indicator variGgrams for block in Figure lb,

with Ax, Ay, and Az corresponding
to the dimensions
illustrated.
CASE STUDY

As a demonstration, we consider a site in Santa Clara
Valley, California, which contains a clearly defined contaminant plume and has been the subject of extensive field
investigations (Figure 3). The site is in a narrow alluvial
valley underlain by as much as 120 m of unconsolidated
gravel, sand, silt, and clay. The surficial sediments have

the underlying sedimentsand three principal coarse-grained
layers within 65 m of the ground surface (Figures 4 and 5).
The layers dip approximately 0.1ø-0.3øto the west-northwest

cores, and geophysicaldata, reveal complex stratigraphy in

0.541anda variance
of 0.248(Table2). BecaUse
sediments
of mixedgrainsizeaccount
for les.
s than10%o?theborehole

in a direction

similar

to the orientation

of the axis of the

contaminantplume. Coarse-grainedlayers tend to be continuous in the dip direction and discontinuousalong the strike.
We discretized logs of the boreholes shown in Figure 3
beenmappedastwo geologic
units,younger(Qy)andolder
(Qo) alluvial fan deposits [Helley and Brabb, 1971]. These into 0.61 m (2 ft) intervals, to a maximum depth of 65 m. In
and underlying units contain discontinuous layers of sands doing so we obtained 7336 data locations, which allowed us
to use an exceptionally large number of data pairs for most
and gravels interbedded with clays and silts.
During site studies to locate the contaminant plume, variogram calculations.We then assignedan indicator value
investigators drilled more than 150 boreholes within a 1.2 to each location using the criterion in Table 1 (interpretation
km2 area. The boreholelogs, developedfrom cuttings, a). Defined as such, the data have a mean indicator value of

:."':•GRAVEL INFERRED

PERMEABILITY
:_:_-:_•
SILT

:;• $1LTY
SANHIGH
LOW
••_____
C:LAY

logs, use of the indicator function definition in Table 1 (interpretation b) rather than Table 1 (interpretation a) does not
significantlyalter the computed variograms. We use the criterion in Table 1 (interpretation a) throughoutthis example.
The three-dimensional structure of the deposits can be
described with two variograms for near-horizontal, orthogonal directions and a third vertical variogram. We computed
near-horizontal variograms with searches in dipping planes
as illustrated in Figure 6. The orientations of the search
planes can be described by conventional geologic strike and
dip. Planes contain four search regions. Each region is
defined by a search direction, a horizontal tolerance angle of
_+22.5ø centered about the search direction, and a vertical
tolerance distance of _+0.33 m perpendicular to the plane.
Separation distancesor lags h between data pairs are multiples of selectedunit lags I. Variograms were computed from
(5) and adjusted by

Var [I(xi; Zc), i= 1,...,

7•(h; Zc)= 71(h; Zc)

Var [I(xi; Zc), i= 1, ...,

n]

N(h)]

(6)

where n is the total number of data. Equation 6 normalizes
for differences

between

the overall

indicator

data mean and

the mean of indicator data values at specific lags. This
adjustsfor a proportional effect as described by Journel and
Huijbregts [1978]. Vertical variograms were found by pairing
data down boreholes.

As a practical rule, experimental variograms are reliable
only
for lags equal to or less than half the areal extent of the
(b)
data L [Journel and Huijbregts, 1978]. However, we chose
Fig. 1. Schematic block diagrams of (a) complexly layered to retain the variogram beyond L/2 when the number of data
alluvialsedimentsand (b) the structureof thesesediments
when
interpreted with an indicator function. The length and width of a lens pairs was large and the behavior of this portion of the
aregivenby Ax andAy.The verticaldistance
betweenmidpoints
in variogram was smooth and consistent with the part for h <
L/2. In the plots of experimental variograms we distinguish
low-permeabilitylayersis Az.
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Fig. 3. Location
ofboreholes
andcontaminant
plume,AprilandMay1982(California
Regional
WaterQualityControl
Board, written commu•cation, 1983).

between semivariancescomputedfor h < L/2 and h > L/2
with closedand open symbols,respectively.

locally sinuousgeologiccontactto delineateits geometry,
we suspectedthat data pairs that includepointsfrom these
boreholesmightnotbe representative
of the spatialstructure
Experimental Variograms
of depositselsewherein the study area. In particular,we
We initially chose a search plane striking N20øE and expectedthat on-site data pairs would exhibit excessively
dipping0.3øWNW, basedon the apparentorientationof the high variabilityat shortlags. On the other hand, nearly all
stratigraphic
layersdescribedin geologicreports.This dip long-lagdata pairs would contain an on-site point, which
direction approximately coincides with the orientation of

might introduce artificial correlation. For these reasons we

contaminant
plumemigrationandthe transectA-A' (Figures elected to delete the on-site data in computing nearhorizontalvariogramsrepresentativeof the study site as a
3 and 4).
Figure 7a illustratesvariogramscomputedfor the near- whole (Figure 8). In doingsowe neglectedinformationabout
horizontalplaneusinga unitlagof 80 m. The variograms
for the on-site sediments.
Figure8 illustrates7•r(h)computedwith off-sitedataalong
the strike and the dip direction of the search exhibit an
apparent anisotropy at lags greater than 200 m. The strike the strike and dip using unit lags of 80 and 20 m. The
variogramcrossesa sill equalto the datavarianceat a lagof variogramsfor the strikeand dip againexhibit an apparent
approximately250 m, while the variogramin the dip direc- anisotropyat long lags (Figure 8a). The variogramalong
tiondoesnotapproachthe silluntil 1800m or more,possibly strikecrossesa sill equalto the overall data variance,0.248,
beyond the areal extent of the data. Both the strike and the at abouth = 400 m, while the variogramin the dip direction
dip direction variogramsexhibit a large nuggeteffect of approachesthe sill at approximately 1400 m. Thus the
approximately 0.15, about 60% of the variance.
large-scale hydrostratigraphicfeatures appear to have
The clusterof boreholesnearthe originof theplumecould greater spatialcorrelationalong dip than along strike. The
bias the variogram.These closelyspaced,on-siteboreholes variogramsalongstrike and dip are similarat lagslessthan
arethosewithinthe siteboundaryin Figure3. Becausemany 200 m, suggesting
that the structureof the depositsis nearly
of the on-site boreholeswere intentionallyplaced near a isotropicat this smaller scale (Figure 8b). An apparent
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Fig. 4. Geologic
crosssection
alongA-A' (Figure3). LettersA, B, andC designate
high-permeability
layersinferred
from criteria in Table 1 (interpretation(a)).
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Fig. 5. Geologic cross sectionalong B-B' (Figure 3). Letters A,
B, and C designatehigh-permeabilitylayers inferred from criteria in
Table I (interpretation (a)).

Spha•(hi)
- 2ai 2

hi<ai

Spha
i(hi)-- Ci

hi->ai

(8)

nuggeteffect is present in both directions and is equivalent to
about 25% of the overall

data variance.

Figure 7b shows the vertical experimental variogram The Ci and a i are the sillsand rangesof the sphericalmodels
computed with a unit lag I = 2.0 m. This variogram has andhx,hy,andhz areseparation
distances
in thex, y, andz
virtually no nugget effect. The hole effect reflects the vertical directions. In this case, x, y, and z are coincident with dip,
alternation of coarse- and fine-grained layers. The distance strike, and near-vertical directions, respectively. We used a
to the first maximum, 10 m, is approximately equal to the sphericalmodel having the range of the vertical variogram in
thickness of layers that can be recognized by inspection in place of a nugget effect because of the high continuity
the borehole logs.
displayednear the origin of the vertical variogram. Values of
As a means for comparing variograms and for later use in Ci and ai, fit by inspection,are summarizedin Table 3 (zone
kriging, we fit the experimentalvariogramsin Figures7b, 8a, ABC).
and 8b with a three-dimensionalvariogram model consisting
of three nested, anisotropic spherical models:
Orientations of Maximum and Minimum
Continuity
3

'Y(hx,
hy,hz)=• CiSphai(hi)
i=1

TABLE 2.

(7)

In computing and modeling the variograms in Figures 7-8
we assumed a stratigraphic dip and directions of maximum

Summary of Indicator Data Sets and Search Plane Orientations Used to Compute
Experimental Variograms
Search Plane Orientation

Number
of Points

Indicator
Mean

ABC

7336

0.541

ABC

4008

0.540

ABC
A
B

3328
1355
1307

0.543
0.374
0.730

C

725

0.553

Zone*

Indicator
Variance

Dip
Direction

Strike

Dip
Angle

N70øW

N20øE

0.25 ø

N70øW

N20øE

0.20 ø

N70øW
N40øW
N85øW

N20øE
N50øE
N5øE

0.20 ø
0.20 ø
0.25 ø

WEST

NORTH

0.15 ø

On and Off Site?
0.248

On Site?
0.248

Off Site?
0.248
0.234
0.197

On and Off Site?
0.247

*See Figures 4 and 5 for zone locations.
?See Figure 3 for locations of on-site and off-site data.
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Fig. 7. Indicator variograms(a) along strike and dip and (b) in
the vertical direction. Variogramswere calculatedusingall available
on-siteand off-sitedata and unit lagsof 80 m alongstrikeand dip and
2 m in the vertical direction. Orientation of the searchplane usedin
Figure 7a is given in Table 2. Parametersfor the model in Figure 7b

•

•

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

•

0

LAG (m)
Fig. 8. Indicator variograms along strike and dip calculated
usingoff-site data. A unit lag was used of (a) 80 m and (b) 20 m. See
Table 2 for orientation of search plane and Table 3 for model
parameters.

are given in Table 3.

and minimum continuity using prior geologic information.
We now examine the sensitivity of the variogram rangesto
variations in the strike and dip of the search planes and
describe the spatial structure of the sedimentlayers in more

models to various search plane orientations, each dipping
0.2ø. The direction of maximumcontinuityis approximately

due west for zones B and C and N40øW for zone A (Table 2).
The directionsof minimum continuity correspondgenerally
to the strike of these samesearchplanes. In addition, zone C
detail.
exhibitsgreater spatial continuity than zones A or B.
Figure 11 showsthe sensitivityof the variogramrangesfor
The variogram range should reach a maximum when the
search direction is aligned with the direction of maximum each zone to the dip angle of the searchplane. The ranges
continuity of the depositsand when the dip of the search are highly sensitive to small changesin dip. For all three
plane is the same as the dip of the sedimentlayers. Figure 9
is a plot of the ranges of variograms computed along the
TABLE 3. Summary of Variogram Model Parameters
strike and dip of various searchplanesdipping0.2ø. Ranges
were determinedby fitting each experimentalvariogramwith
Spha
I
Spha
2
Spha
3
nested sums of nugget and sphericalmodels:
Zone
C•
al, m
C•
a2, m
C•
a3, m
'y(h) = Co + CSpha(h)
(10)

where Co is a nuggeteffect.We usea nuggeteffectinsteadof
the two smaller sphericalmodels in (7) becausewe are only
interested in the range of the largest sphericalmodel. The

ranges
ofvariograms
computed
along
thedipdirection
ofthe
searchplane exhibit a broad maximum when the dip direction is between N30øW and west. Similarly, the ranges of
variograms along strike are least for these orientations.
To examine the structureof the depositsin more detail, we
explored the possibility that directions of minimum and
maximum continuity may vary for the different stratigraphic
layers. The data were subdividedinto three depth zonesA,
B, and C, each centered•mmnd•coarse-•r
(Figures 4 and 5). Both on-site and off-site data were used for
zone C becauseof the sparsity of data at this depth. Figure
10 illustrates the sensitivity of the ranges of variogram

Along Dip
0.060 (24%)
......
0.040 (20%)
......

ABC
A
B
C

0.050 (20%)
0.120 (51%)
0.080 (41%)
0.050 (20%)

7
7
7
7

ABC

0.050

7

A
B
C

0.120
0.080
0.050

7
7
7

0.040

ABC

0.050

7

0.060

A
R
C

0.120
0:080
0.050

7
7
7

......
0.040•
......

100
300

0.138 (56%) 1800
0.114 (49%) 1800
0.077 (39%) 1800
0.197 (80%) 3000

Along Strike
0.060

100

0.138

620

200

0.114
0.077
0.197

180
200
550

7

0.138

7

7

0.114
OA)77
0.197

......

......
Vertical

7
•--

Spaceswithout values indicate no intermediaterange model.
*Percentageof total sill given in parentheses.
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Sensitivity of off-site variogram range along strike and dip
to the orientation of the search plane.

•5o
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SEARCH

zones the variogram range is greatest when the search plane
dips between 0.15ø and 0.25ø (Table 2). Varying the dip by
-+0.5ø sharply reduces the variogram range. We selected a
specific dip angle for each zone on the basis of minimum
nugget effect and overall fit to the model. Using these
criteria, zone C appears to be slightly more flat lying than
zones A and B.

Figure 12 showsthe variogramscomputedfor zones A, B,

0ø

P•NE

1o
DIP

2ø

ANGLE

Fig. 11. Sensitivity of variogram range along dip to the search
plane dip angle for zones, A, B, and C.

Discussion

The indicator variograms reflect observed stratigraphic
features of the groundwater contamination site. The stratigraphic layering, dip, and anisotropy evident in cross-

andC usingthe searchplaneorientations
foundto maximize
the variogram range in the dip direction and minimize the
nugget effect. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the orientations,
ranges, and sills of the fitted models. The ratio of ranges in
the dip direction to ranges along strike is about 10:1 for

o.ss
0.,:30

zones A and B, 5:1 for zone C, and 3:1 for all zones
combined. The relatively low range ratio for all zones

combined results from the different hydrostratigraphicorientations of the individual

zones.
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Fig. 12. Indicator variogramsalong strike and dip calculated for
zones (a) A, (b) B, and (c) C. Unit lag = 80 m. See Table 2 for search
plane orientations and Table 3 for model parameters.
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the strike and dip of the variogrammodel for zone ABC (Table 2). (c) Mean absoluteerror ek, from crossvalidation
of off-site planar data subsetsusing models for zones A, B, and C. (d) Relative error e•,, obtained by dividing ek by
Var •[l(x; z½)].

sections A-A' and B-B' (Figures 5 and 6) are expressedby
the variograms' three-dimensional orientation and structure.
The observed layering is reflected in the hole effect of the
vertical variogram. Search plane dip anglesassociatedwith
maximum continuity along dip (Figure 11) agree with observed dips. In addition, the anisotropy of the variogram
ranges is consistent with the relative continuity of coarsegrained layers seen in cross section.
We can infer depositional environments from the variogram models that are reasonable given the geologic setting.
The orientation of minimum and maximum continuity along
the directions of stratigraphic strike and dip suggestelongated channeldeposits. The 45ødifferencein the orientations
of zones A and B may indicate a shift in streamflowdirection
between periods of deposition. The relatively high lateral
continuity of zone C suggeststhat these sedimentsare sheet
deposits.
Model Comparison and Kriging Demonstration

respectively. The variance is greatest around layer boundaries.

To comparethe abilities of each model to estimateknown
data values we estimated indicator values, I*(xi; Zc), by
removing data values one at a time and reestimating the
missing value using neighboring data and two-dimensional
ordinary kriging with each variogram model. The kriging
utilized data within a searchellipsewith a principal semiaxis
of 400 m in the dip direction and a minor semiaxis of 200 m
along strike. For the purpose of comparing models we
excluded data within a 100 m radius of the removed

datum.

Regardlessof the model used, the mean difference between
actual

and estimated

indicators

for

each

zone

is within

---0.02. This is sufficiently close to 0.0 to suggestthat none of
the models systematically overestimate or underestimatethe
indicator values. In addition, the errors do not exhibit a
spatial trend, suggestingthat the models are not spatially
biased. The scattergram in Figure 14 of mean actual indica-

tor values, mk(Zc),versusmean estimatedindicator values,

m•(Zc)for eachplanarsubsetk illustratesthe goodperfor-

Although the differences among the variogram models for
the individual depth zones are geologically informative,
these differences may not be significant when kriging the

mance of all models at estimating removed values.
As a further comparisonof the models for zones A, B, and
C, we computeda mean absoluteerror e• by applyingeach

available

of the modelsto the planar subsets.The e • are definedas

data. To evaluate

whether

the models are better

able to compute known data within their respective zones,
we performed a kriging cross validation following a procedure suggestedby Davis [1987]. We divided the off-site data
into 57 to 60 planar subsets,each with a vertical thicknessof
1 m, oriented alongthe strike and dip of the variogrammodel
under consideration. Figures 13a and 13b show the•nean,

mk(Zc), and variance, Var k[I(x; Zc)], respectively, of the
indicator data in each plane k, using the variogram model for
all zones combined (Table 2). The means approach 1.0 and
0. • near the centers of high- and low-permeability layers,

1 n

Ek=- • [JI(xi;Zc)- I*(Xi;Zc)J]

(ll)

ni=l
where

n is the number

of data in subset k. As with

the

indicator varia.nce,ek for all these modelsare greatestnear
layer boundaries (Figure 13c). We obtained a relative error
e•:, by dividing ek for each model by the indicatorvariance
of data in planes oriented along the strike and dip of the
respectivemodels(Table 2). As shownin Figure 13d, e•: are
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Fig. 16. Probability of high-permeability occurrence along cross
sectionB-B' estimated by three-dimensionalindicator kriging, using
variogram models in Figure 12.

Fig. 14. Scattergramof mean actual indicator values, m•:(Zc),

versusmeanestimated
indicatorvalues,m• (Zc),for eachsubsetk.
Ther2 is thegoodness
of fit abouta 45øline.

also similar for the three models and do not vary systematically through the depth profile, althoughthey approachand
equal zero in highly continuousportions of zone C.
The similarity of both ek and e•, for the three zonal
variogram models shows that the models compute the removed indicator data values equally well, given available
neighboring data (Figure 13). This reflects the similarity of
the shape of the variogram models over the separation
distancesused in the kriging, 100 < h < 400 m. Apparently,
the

errors

are

not

sensitive

to the

differences

in model

orientation.

To complete this demonstration, we kriged the indicator
data using a routine for three-dimensional ordinary kriging
[Kark, 1985] and the indicator variogram models for zones
A, B, and C. The resulting kriged values represent the
probability that sediments at a particular location are of

relatively high permeability. The cross sections of kriged
values in Figures 15 and 16 are aligned along the A-A' and
B-B' transectsin Figure 3. We computed kriged values on a
10 x 10 x 1 m grid using a search ellipsoid defined by
semiaxes of 400 and 150 m in the near-horizontal

directions

of maximum and minimum continuity of each variogram
model. We used an ellipsoid semiaxis of 0.6 m vertically so
that a single borehole contributed no more than two data
values to each point estimate. This procedure used a maximum of four nearest

data values

from

each octant

of the

ellipsoid, resulting in an average of about 10 data values for
each point estimation.
Contours of the kriged values are shown in Figures 15 and
16. The similarity between the 0.50 contours and the geologic interpretations in Figures 4 and 5 is apparent. Also
shown are contours representing an 85% likelihood of highpermeability occurrence. While it was difl%ult to represent
all the nearest boreholes on Figures 4 and 5, the kriged
sectionsreflect all the nearest data weighed anisotropically

I
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Fig. 15. Probability of high-permeability occurrence along cross section A-A' estimated by three-dimensional
indicator kriging, using variogram models in Figure 12. Stippling representslocations of kriged point estimates in
regionswhere I(xi; Zc) -->0.5.
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in three dimensions. Furthermore, estimates of uncertainty
are provided by the kriged stratigraphic correlations.

SUMMARY

We have demonstrated the use of indicator geostatistics
for interpreting hydrostratigraphy from qualitative borehole
logs. While indicator variograms reflect observed stratigraphic features, they also reveal details that can be used to
infer changesin depositionalenvironments.Crossvalidation
using the data available in our case study suggests that
relatively subtle changes in the variogram with depth may
not produce significantly different kriged results.

We used indicator kriging to estimateprobabilitiesof
inferred high-permeability occurrence. The 0.5 indicator
contour appears to approximate hydrostratigraphicboundaries that would be inferred from geologic cross sections.
The practical difficulty of projecting and weighing numerous
boreholes onto a geologic cross section are handled in a
consistent manner by kriging using a three-dimensionally
anisotropic variogram model. Furthermore, this approach
appears to provide a viable method for estimatinguncertainties of hydrostratigraphic interpretation using qualitative
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